**ABSTRACT**

Museums in Indonesia have not been used for the nation intellectual, entertaining and stimulating creative ideas. Museums still identically with things that quiet and the unattractive. Though the museums could be a place to interact, gather, and organize creative activities. Museums in developed countries have started becoming a lifestyle, not only identically with ancient word itself. In fact of assumption that museums are merely a place to display objects that make the museums in Indonesia seems difficult to be improved.

The making of “Indonesia Coffee Museum” final project was chosen as one of the efforts to make a better museum in Indonesia. Museums should be able to show things that are not only informative, instructive but also attracting people. Theme of “caffeine” has been chosen for this design because of its long history and the domination of public life that it became part of the culture itself.

The design is expected to be an alternative to improve museum of Indonesia and change its image.